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Mitchell discusses
deficit with Bush

Tom Headrick', a asheer, stands mitside his Cross Mine in Cariboo, Colo.
His Is Mae et lady five cootie:musty operating gold mines in Colorado.

Mfrter Uving golden
life in Colorado
By Mark Clayton
The Christian Science Monitor
CARIBOU, Colo. — Welcome to
Caribou (pop.. 2). An early snow is
falling here at 10,000 feet above iea
level. A heavy white mist has rolled
in on the Cross Gold Mine. Bounding
across the gravel road, six matted and
yelping dirty dogs of varying sizes
besiege the rare visitor to this nearly
forsaken place. Fortunately, they
hase been well fed.
Tom Hendncks owns these dogs —
and this mine.
"You made it," he says as he
approaches, extending a well-muscled
forearm. He looks every bit the
miner, wearing coveralls, heavy
boots, and the fiberglass miner's
helmet with a battery-powered lamp
that will light our *ay through the
depths of the mine.
Like the adventuring gold miners

of American history, Hendricks's
story has its own, modern-day
romance: In the tradition of striking
out with a few coins and a dream, he
used a MasterCard to charge a plane
imket to California 15 years ago —
where, at age 23, he persuaded the
owners of the Cross Mine to let him
lease the old facility.
Starting with just a pick and a
shovel, Hendricks reopened the mine
by himself in 1973.
Today, Hendricks and his crew of
five are on the verge of what should
be the most glorious era of gold production in the mine's history.
''I'm not obsessed with this
thing," Hendricks says, holding a
cup of coffee and a hint of a smile.
"I truly love the work and the
challenge."
Hendricks's operation is one of only a handful of small gold mining
(see MINE page 8)
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Presidentelect George Bush told the new
_.__Detpociatic leader.o.f the Senate he will
take the lead in proposing ways to pare
the huge federal budget deficit.
Faced with calls from Senate Majority Leader George J. Mitchell and other
top Democrats to make the first move
on deficit reduction. Bush said, — That
is exactly what I intend to do."
"I am confident that we can work
together," Bush said as he and Mitchell faced reporters on the White
House driveway after breakfast
together, the latest in a series of culinary
goodwill gestures toward congressional
leaders.
"I'm not naive about it, nor is he, and
there will be different approaches on
some of these major problems facing the
country," the vice president said. He
said he will take the lead on the deficit
''and then there will be, I'M Sure, active
discussion. • negotiation with whoever

he designates to try to solve these problems.",
.•'
Bush also said he won't be rushed into making Cabinet appointments despite
persistent news media speculation that
may be troubling to prospects such as
John Tower, the former Texas senator
keeping a long vigil for the Pentagon
opening.
"We're trying the.pc prudent and do
the proper work reqMed toback up
pointments at all levels," Bush said.
Asked about reports of internal strife
within his camp over whether to give the
Pentagon post to Tower, a former
Senate Armed Services Sommittee chair
who is now a paid consultant to several
major defense contractors. Bush said,
"Any time there seems to be stones that
may be hurtful to somebody it COMMIS
me no matter who it is. Senator Tower's
a friend of mine, but he knows the process takes a while to go f
ard."
(see BUSH page 12)

Maine recognizedfor
support of education
by Cynthia Beckwith
Staff Writer
The past three years have shown a
dramatic increase in state allocations
for the University of Maine System.
This increase has brought Maine into the limelight,
The American Association of State
Colleges and Universities recognized
the states of Maine and Virginia as
being "clear examples of vision and
action in working cooperatively with

higher education." according to the
commission's report.
Kent Price, assistant to University
of Maine System Chancellor Robert
Woodbury,said the recognition came
about primarily because of an increase in state allocations to the
university system over the past few
•
years.
"The large strides that the state has
been making over the past few years
are being recognized nationally
(see AASCU page 8)

Discretionary funds used for athletic projects
Editor's note: This is the last offour orticks dealing with President Lick's
discretionary funds.
(c) Copyright'.1988 The Deily Maine
Campus
by Mike Bourque
Staff Writer
President Dale lick has spent more
than $60.000 from his discretionary
funds for major improvements to two
University of Maine athletic facilities.
According to documents obtained by
The Daily Maine Campus, Lick used
S30,924 from a discretionary account to
help fund lights for Mahaney Diamond
and an additional S32.263 for the construction of the Alfond Arena Addition.

Both of the projects were to be funded
by private donations, said Robert
Holmes, the vice president. for
Development.
"In a way," Lick said, "these are
private donations because the money in
my account is from donors and the use
is usually unrestricted. This is a way of
using that private money."
Lick said he knows some people may
look at these expenditures as a way of
masking university money as private
donations.
"People can quibble about those
kinds of things but these projects are
good for the university," he said.
Lick said the decision to give money
to the Alfond addition wasn't his.
"Actually that decision was made by
my predecessor. Arthur Johnson got

some pressure because our major donor
in the project (Harold Alfond) felt that
the university should be donating,"
Lick said. "This is a good way for this
university to show good faith in the project
He said these two projects involved
the university's two major donors,
Larry Maluiney and Harold Alfond.
"They're the two major people
Nobody even comes close to giving what
they are. They give us SI00,000 to
SI25,000 a year. If they take on a special
project (like the lights on the baseball
field and the addition to the arena)then
it's important for the university to put
in this faith money," he saici.
Lick said the money spent from his
discretionary funds on these projects
(see FUND page 9)
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News Briefs
18 arrested in drug ring scandal
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) —
Authorities on Thursday arrested 18
people, including residents of
Hampshire,
Canada,
New
Massachusetts and Florida, charging
they ran an international drug ring
that moved up to $200 million in
cocaine.
The conspirators also set up
businesses with drug proceeds and
distributed drug money to their
cohorts through bogus payroll
checks, authorities charge.
Seized in the bust were a nightclub,
two businesses and various homes in
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Massachusetts and New Hampshire,
said Peter Papps, wing U.S. Attorney for New Hampshire, who called it the largest drug bust in New
England.
The 18 were arnong 21 people named in a federal indictment, Papps
said, and several were being arraigned.
Of the three not yet arrested, one
is free in Canada, another is in Ness
Hampshire. •
Papps would not name the three
nor elaborate on their locations.

NASA to try again Friday
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.(AP)
— Weather permitting, NASA will
try again Friday to send Atlantis on
a secret military mission after scrubbing Thursday's attempt because of
violently shifting 104 mph winds in
the shuttle's flight path.
Officials said they would look at
the forecast late Thursday before giving a go-ahead to fuel the spacecraft
again for a launch Friday in a threehour period beginning at 6:32 a.m.
EST.
If the weather looked bad, NASA
would wait until Saturday.
"We're going to take a hard look

at the weather again," said launch
director Bob Sieck.
"If it is clearly a no-go tomorrow,
we don't want to exercise the launch
team, the crew ind the systems."
Navy (.'mdr . Robert L. Gibson and
his four-man military crew, dressed
in uncomfortable, bulky flight suits,
had been lying on their backs in cabin
seats for nearly five hours Thursday
when the decision was made to scrub.
"They took it in stride, so did the
rest of the team," Sieck said.
"We've been talking about the threat
of this ... so it came as no surprise."

Breakup looms over RJR Nabisco
NEW YORK (AP) — The
possibility of a corporate breakup
loomed Thursday over RJR Nabisco
Inc. after Kohlberg Kravis Roberts &
Co. agreed to buy the food-andcigarette giant for a record $24.53
billion, but the buyout specialist said
there would be no "wholesale"
selloff
Meanwhile, RJR's debt ratings
sank and a major RJR bondholder
that had sued RJR said it might sue
Kohlberg also.
After an exhaustive bidding free
for-all overseen by a special RJR
directors committee, Kohlberg triumphed over an RJR management
group led by chief executive F. Ross
Johnson late Wednesday.
Kohlberg's package of cash and

sc,uritics was valued at $109 a share
for each of RJR's 225 migion shares,
making it the biggest takeover agreement in history.
RJR's directors accepted the bid
over an apparently higher offer from
Johnson's group valued at $1 12 a
share or $25.2 billion. They said both
offers were nearly the same but
Kohlberg's offer would give
shareholders a 25 percent stake in the
acquired company, compared with a
15 percent stake offered by Johnson.
Securities analysts surveying the
aftermath of the chaotic takeover
auction for the Atlanta-based RJR
said they were awaiting more details
of the securities portion of
Kohlberg's bid to emerge before
making any conclusions.

North's defense hinges_ on secrets
__WASHINGTON --(AP-I-.
TheWhite House said Thursday that
documents sought by Lt. Col. Oliver
North contain intelligence secrets that
cannot be divulged and it is "up to
the judge" to decide whether to
dismiss the charges against him if the
classified material is relevant to his
defense.
White House spokesperson Marlin
Fitzwater said the heads of U.S. intelligence agencies, acting under
authority of a law giving them power
to restrict classified material, notified
Independent Counsel Lawrence E.
Walsh in July that the material could
not be disclosed.

We said Secretary of State George
P. Shultz, Secretary of Defense
Frank C. Carlucci, CIA Director
William Webster, National Security
Adviser Colin L. Powell and the head
of the National Security Agency, it.
Gen. William Odom, made the
unanimous determination.
Fitzwater said Walsh did not object to the determination and apparently believes his case can go forward with declassified information
that has been provided him.
He said Walsh had been briefed on
the information and had access to it
in classified form

, 1988
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When hell freezes over
Q. Is there a book on women's body
language? I have been turned down for
a lunch date and am not sure whether
the refusal meant "I'm a busy career
woman, but please ask me for dinner"
or "%les hell freezes over."
A. Body language is something best
to be studied on your own from direct
observation. For instance, if a woman
tenses up and comes at you with claws
bared, get out of there. I would not
spend much time figuring body language
when a woman says no to lunch — just
take if for no.
If she figures lunch is time for doing
business, and might have a different
idea about dinner, ask her for dinner.
At the table, if she accepts, be careful
how you interpret her body language.
She might keep fidgeting and moving,
suggesting — to you — that she is antsy
and wishes she were somewhere else, or
that she is aroused and wants to go to
your place or hers. Either interpretation
might be wrong.
The truth might be that she has a safety pin bothering her, or the hot weather
has made her uncomfortable. Really,
you are best depending on plain English.
A lot of time wasted trying to figure out
what a woman really means when she
says no. When she means yes, she will
not let you misunderstand.

Q. I asked my bride-to-be If she
would like one of these hotel suites with
lots of mirrors and other special equipment for sensual enjoyment and she only sort of wiggled and said, "Ob."
What am I supposed to make of this?
Would she like it or wouldn't she?
A. More body language. I think at
this stage you can begin to get into the
habit of asking your bride-to-be what
she means. In a nice voice say, "Honey,
I don't know whether that means yes,
no or maybe." If she persists in not
replying, my guess is that she is doubtful or doesn't want that kind of hotel
suite. Perhaps something simpler is
more her idea of a honeymoon.
A day or so later show her a batch of
hotel ads or brochures and have some
fun picking out the hotel together. If
there is one she really likes (within the
budget), you might be a hero and go
with her preference. Don't fight with her
if there is no golf coursc.
Q. If I have a vasectomy, can it be
reversed' I mean, can those little tubes
be reconnected so that once again I can
father a child?
A. This strictly Dr. Ruth's opinion,
but if you have any such thought as that
in your mind, you should not have a
vasectomy. Think of a vasectomy as
final — no more chance of fathering any

3

biological children after that. The reconnecting procedure might not work, and
the evidence seems to be that men who
have had vasectomies reversed, even if
the hookup is made, tend to have fertility problems.
Q. Shouldn't the woman be responsible for contraception, since she is the
one who could get pregnant?
A. That makes sense, but if you are
the kind of man who feels no responsibility about pregnancy I feel sorry for
any woman who hooks up with you,
Whoever thinks pregnancy is unwanted
should make certain that contraception
is practiced. Sometimes a woman is not
as smart or informed as she should be
on this subject. I hope for her sake that
the man she has sex with is looking out
for her well-being as well as his own.
Q. My uncle makes a big deal out of
kissing me. I am a 15-year-old girl, and
I really don't like kissing much any
more. I don't even like my parents kiss-

ing me except hello or goodbye when I
have been away visit*.
How can I get my lode to cut out this
long hugging and long kissing and the
noises like "Mwah!" and "My favorite
sweetheart" and all that?
A. Just duck and slip out of those embraces and avoid being alone with him
as much as you can. And tell your
mother. Tell her you feel like a big girl
and don't want to touched unless you
give permission, and at this stage of life
you aren't giving permission.
Maybe one of your parents can explain to this uncle, not angrily or heavily, that you have outgrown wanting that
kind of family touching since becoming
a teenager. This is definitely a part of
growing up for many, many young people. In time they usually become more
willing to show affection to friends and
family in a physical way, within limits
that are generally understood in our
society.

The Committee for Student Publications
. . . is now accepting applications for the position of:

Editor, Prism Yearbook
for the Spring Semester
Application forms are available from Margaret Nagle. Pub c
Affairs Building (581-3745) Applicant review will begin

December 21st and continue until the position is filled
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AN AD HOC TASK FORCE ON PARKING AT UM WILL HOLD TWO PUBLIC HEARINGS DEC. 7 TO HEAR
YOUR IDEAS ON
HOW TO SOLVE OR ALLEVIATE THE ON-CAMPUS PARKING PROBLEM. HEARINGS WILL BE HELD
FROM NOON TO
2 P.M. IN THE SUTTON LOUNGE, MEMORIAL UNION; AND FROM 6 TO 8 P.M., 100 NEVILLE HALL. SUGGES
TION
BOXES WILL BE AVAILABLE AT BOTH SESSIONS. WRITTEN SUGGESTIONS ALSO MAY BE SENT
TO 118 ALUMNI
HALL. TVVO MORE - MEETINGS WILL BE HELD LATER THIS ACADEMIC YEAR. FOR MORE INFORM
ATION, CALL
JEANNE MA, TASK FORCE CHAIR, AT 1407.
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Media coverage of national election examined
by Lisa Cline
Staff Writer
PORTLAND — The emphasis placed on "negative campaigning" by the
media during the 1988 presidential campaign stemmed from the lack of
newsworthy issues presented by either
candidate, said representatives from the
Bush and Dukakis campaigns in Maine
"Negative campaigning became an
issue in and of itself because of the lack
of other things to report," said Gary
Browne, manager of the Bush campaign
in Maine?Maine press secretary for the
the Dukakis campaign, met with state
media representatives Monday night at
the University of Southern Maine to
discuss the media's coverage of the
presidential election.

It

The discussion was sponsored by the
Maine professional chapter of The
Society of Professional Journalists,
Sigma Delta Chi.
Browne and Scholz said the candidates both "played it safe" by
scheduling appearances close together to
avoid having to answer questions from
reporters.
But Lulah Ann Stoia of WGME-TV
in Portland said avoiding the press conflicted with the media's responsibility to
report the news.
"Without access to the candidates,
we're reduced to reporting what the.
want us to report," she said.
With the candidates reluctant to address the issues, the media was left with
little more than personal attacks to
report, Browne and Scholz said. But,

This is the home office,

that supports the stores,

they said, public disinterest allowed
Bush and Dukakis to avoid the issues.
The prominence of television in today's society, Scholz said, has turned the
emphasis from the issues to the images.
She said the majority of voters support candidates because of their personalities, not because of the their stand
on the issues.
Browne agreed with Scholz, saying
the public is not willing to listen to a
long broadcast about campaign issues
He said voters are more interested in
"sound bites," short clips of news
events, that catch their attention.
Don King of The Evening Express
said the "nation in general is not in-

terested in complex issues." This, he
said, "reduces" the media to focus on
the minor aspects of a campaign.
Both Browne and Scholz said the national and local media treated the candidates fairly in their coverage of the
presidential campaign.
Scholz said the press "made a concerted .effort to cover both sides of an
issue."

1,

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY •

‘c, THERE
JEWISH PRESENCE
AT U- MAINE ?
Hine', the Jewish Student Organization
needs you. Come to our next meeting on
December 6th 11:30 - 12:15
In the Hillel office (basement of Hancock Hall)
Help us celebrate Chanukah!!
Call X1870 fOr info

that sell the products,
that go into the projects,

************************
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Cates Gloves or Mittens

71A
that helped make the house

860 value

Only S30
H Poles
valued up to $50
$19 95

that Jack built.
People all over the country rely on Grossman's
the largest retailer of building materials in
the Northeast, for all of their home improvement needs With over 150 stores and more to
open. our success is largely due to our people
Now we're offering you the opportunity to
share in our success by building an exciting
career in one of these programs We offer very
competitive salaries

• Merchandise Training Program
• Finance Training Program
= Management Training Program

Technica Galaxy

_.Marker M34 &rulings
Pin 3.10
$140 value
Now 570

D.H. Boots
S150 lest
Now $89

X-C Skis w bindings
Only $49 and up

New
Prernounted Skis
Valued at 5450

RSO Be-Warm ups
$70 value
Only $39

Starting at $129
Tyrolia 4900
$ 1 80 Value
Now $129

Visit your Placement Office today to sign ut,
for an interview with Grossman's right on
the University of Maine Campus on
December 8

Black Discr,Nrvi1
shell pants
70 value

-x-

Now $45

r• orpalgyI.111411iiM

fier am for Cieristutte

An equal opportunity employer

memoniai

EVERYTHING TO BJ1,_.D WITH
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NOW IN BANGOR
HOGAN ROAD
rs
ANCOR
MA L L.

Entrance is
at the rear
of building 16.
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Folk musicians to
perform Saturday
Rush, Lavin, Taylor bring blend of ballads
and blues to sold-out show at arts center

Saturdays: 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
• It talks.
• It animates.
• It educates.
• It's a home office.
• It's a video studio.
• It's a music studio.
• It's arcade games in stereo.

IT'S THE AMAZING

AMIGA 500
FROM COMMODORE

From $699.99

TWILIGHT
0)0FTWORE
22 Miller Street.
Belfast, Maine 04915
(207)338-1410
• Ask
• Ask
• Ask
• Ask
• Ask

about Free VCR.
about trade in offer.
about special music packages.
about special teachers packages.
about the Amiga 2000.

Tom Rush

Christine Lavin

by Tammy Hartford
Staff Writer
Tom Rush, Livingston Taylor, and
Christine Lavin will be bringing music
of the-60s and early '70s to the University of Maine in a sold-out concert
Saturday night at the Maine Center for
the Arts.
The "Club 47" performance was
named in honor of the Cambridge coffee house of the same name in which
Rush first began his career as a folk
singer. Rush was a student at Harvard
University when he began performing at
the Harvard Square dub more than 27
years ago.
Folk music was popular in the '60s
and early '70s, but seemed to fade out
as pop and rock music took over in the
late '70s. Now there seems to be a
resurgence in the popularity of tolk
music.
Saturday's 8 p.m. performance at
UMaine has been sold out for about six
weeks, said Rolf Olsen, marketing and
public relations director for the Maine
Center for the Arts.
"We probably could have had performances on both Friday and Saturday
nights, and still be sold out," Olsen
said.
A large number of UMaine students
seem to be interested in the performance, Olsen said.
"All of the tickets rescr‘ed for

Livingston Taylor

students were sold out very early," he
said. "None of the 480 student seats
were left to be released to the general
public."
The performance will be a blend of
ballads, blues and folk music, mixed
with audience interaction.
Rush introduced this format in sellout concerts at Boston's Symphony Hall
in the early '80s.
Taylor's performance style also uses
a great deal of audience interaction.
Taylor, the brother of singer James
Taylor, may have felt he was being overshadowed by his older brother earlier in
his career. The younger Taylor, though.
also has made a name for himself.
The Boston Music Awards recently
named
hini
Outstanding
the
Folk/Acoustic Act.
Lavin derts from the traditional
seriousness of most folk music by using
her unique humor to make the audience
understand what it is to be a woman in
the '80s.
Although Saturday's performance in
the Hutchins Concert Hall is sold out,
Olsen said scats may become available
on the night of the show.
"Fifteen to 25 tickets may become
available," he said. "Usually there
are some people who don't show up,
and those seats will be opened up for
anyone who still wants to buy a
ticket "

Available now at Dr. Records
20 Main Street, Orono
866-7874
"Delicate Sound of Thunder"
PINK FLOYD LIVE.

WE HAVE THEM Ai 11
Belfast Hours:
Tuesday
noon - 9 p.m
Wed.g Thurs. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
noon - 9 p.m.
Friday
Saturday
9 a.m. - noon
......wanommtweselefW26000011
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Editorial
A penny
s
saved..
W

hen was the last time anyonc in the
United States actually thought about the
usefulness of a penny?
According to the 1988 Farmers Almanac. scrutiny of
the penny's place in the U.S. coinage system is long
past due.
An article in the Almanac states that the purpose of
coinage and currency is to "to avoid the awkwardness
and inflexibility of primitive trade through bartering or
exchange."
From the tone of the article, it is clear the Almanac
thinks the penny is falling far short of its duty in today's market.
It even goes as far as calling the penny a "valueless
and irritating unit in our coinage."
The Almanac suggests an answer to this current
American dilemma, and it is every "bit" ridiculous as
the article suggests the penny has become
The answer calls for doing away with the penny and
adding a new coin to the present system; a new 12
I 2-cent coin called a bit.
One can only imagine the benefits of such a coin. It
would bridge that troublesome gap between the dime
and the quarter, and perhaps best of all, it could produce coin combinations like 22 1/2 cents, 27 1/2 cents,
etc., up to 97 1/2 cents.
Those benefits and the others listed in the article may
be great for economists or stock brokers, but downright
confusing for someone wanting to buy six cents worth
of penny candy.
There have been efforts in the past to revise the U.S.
coinage system because experts say. it needs revamping.
tf that is true, then an alternative is definitely called
for, but the experts should leave the penny alone.
After all. what would penny candy lovers do without
their ever faithful penny?
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This space is hallowed
ground.
As I write this, I think of the
"great ones" that have penned
their thoughts in this space as
I try meekly to do the same
Steven King started his path
to fame in this space with his
weekly Garbage Truck column.
It was 1969.
King's writing style was blunt
to the degree of being caustic.
In one column he urged
readers to "clean up their
urine" by drinking more water.
In another he slammed clubs
like All Maine Women and the
Sophomore Owls, which prompted some letters to the
editor.
This space has always been a
pornilai town for orintroversy.
Rebecca Smith, a former
editor of the Campus. slammed Samantha Smith, an
13-year -old girl who traveled to
the Soviet Union to visit Soviet
leader Yuri Andropov in 1985

Jonathan Bach
Rebecca still holds the record
for getting the most hate mail.
R. Kevin Dietrich, a former
sports writer for the Campus
used this space to take shots at
Bananas the Bear and sportscaster George Hale.
John Holyoke still fills this
space with his observations of
situations we all see in the everday world but often take for
granted.
From time to time, assistant
editor Michael Di Cicco uses his
column to describe his dreams
of dialogues with Margaret
Thatcher, Ronald Reagan, and
UMaine'; own celebrity, flak
Lick.
The famon% poiconed pen
sarcasm of Keith Brann also
finds its way into this space as
he explores the realities of
shampoo ingredients and the

real story behind the selling of
artifacts.
Me? I just use this space to
give the "great ones" a break.
Sometimes 1 get lucky and someone says: "nice column,
Jon."
Though sometimes they
don't realize that the comment
severely depreciates when the'
follow,it.up with: "What
it about again?"
Oh well, every great writer
had to start somewhere,
i wonder if I shouid develop
some catchy column-writing
technique? Maybe something
like: "Hello, Dan Quayle? Hi...
yeah, it's Jon again. What do
you think of this Cutler Health
Center problem?"
Jonathan Bach cs a frustrated
columnist who admires the
"great ones" and who likes to
think he has no chance of tying
Rebecca Smith's hate mail
record
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Remembering the good old days
by Doris Rygalski
Staff Wnter
Mildred "Brownie" Schrumpf can
"People didn't have much money so
S4,000„
remember days at the University of they didn't spend as much as
they do toYet, like a typical college student, "I
Maine when there were no parking pro- day, •' she said, "and
there was not as
had to work a long time to get the
blems, when Hilltop was just an or- much money invested in
loans or
money to pay off my college exchard, and when Christmas and Easter scholarships, either."
penses,"
she said.
were the only holidays when students
On the other hand, she said tuition
In college, she was also involved with
got a break.
was only SI25 per year, and the entire
a number of university associated dubs.
But a la has changed since 1921 when c-sst of her education amounted
to
She was a member of Chi Omega '(a
Schrumpf was a freshman majoring in
home economics with extensions in
agriculture.
'•There were only five cars on campus," she said. "One Sigma Nu
feller* ha4-a car
rem
. embei thinking
he was the king of the mountain."
Yet, she recalls one problem that has
remained constant.
"There was no room on campus w hen
I was a freshman here, either," she
said. "So. I lived off-campus in
downtown Orono until my junior
year."
In the ensuing two years. Schrumpf
said, "I took the trolley only once."
Through rain, snow, and whatever
else the Maine skies brought, she mart,the faithful walk to class and back daily.
"It was only one-and-a-half miles,"
she said. waving away the feat.
Besides, she said, "I was a little country girl from Readfield who was used to
the horse and wagon way of life."
A regular school day for Schrumpf involved getting to school by $ a.m., attending classes until noon, breaking for
lunch, and. getting back to classes by
lp.m. until 5 p.m.
"Back then, everything was planned
out for you," she said.
Students were allowed to deviate from
the four-year schedule only once.
"You were allowed one elective,"
she explained.
While most of the "girls" took a
music course, Schrumpf preferred the
Bible course which -really was interesting." she said.
Money, according to Schrumpf, was
photo by Doug Sanclerwelde
another major factor that separates
Mildred "Brownie" schrumpf. a Maine alumna, ai ft5 is still a vital fixture of
UMainc past from UMaine present.
the LMaine campus.

LI Maine soronty), the rifle club, the college 4-H club, and she wrote for the
weekly, Alumnus Magazine.
Today, at 85, she's still a vital fixture
- of the UMaine campus and is involved
in many local service organizations.
Schrumpfs presau_service -credentials
inlude: church work for the Universal
Fellowship and organizations associated
with it, Omicron Nu la club that is opened to honorary home economic
graduates), the UM_aing___Alumni
Association, and the American Association of University Women. And that's
not all. Schrumpf is still writing. In fact,
she has made quite a name for herself
in the area for her weekly recipes
published by the Bangor Daily News.
One need only look around the campus to witness just how much a part of
the university Schrumpf is.
"I've seen the university grow, and
it's been great," she said.
But Schrumpf has more than seen the
growth, she helped instigate it
The library, the Performing Arts
Center, and the Field House are some
examples of the types of projects the
Alumni Association undertakes, she
said.
For a lady who playsSuch an important part of the educational process,
Schrumpf claims she ff11 learns .
something new everyday.
As Brownie spoke, glimpses of the
shy country girl could still be seen. She
has this endearing habit of tilting her
head shyly as though she were uncomfortable being the center of discussion.
In fact she tried to veer discussion
away from herself several times as people either yelled her a "hello" from
across the room or came over and talked with her personally.
"She's like a grandmom to me,"
one woman said giving Brownie a hug.
But Brownie is a like grandmom for
many people. She enjoys the company
of others, she says.
In her own words.
"I just love people."

BENJAMIN'S IS BACK
Weihemayer and Brier re-open Bangor's nightclub
by Doris Rygalski
Staff Writer

After analyzing the business prospects, Weihenmayer said he and Brier
agreed that the idea was profitable.
When Benjamin's closed its doors last
"1 wanted to do something in the field
year, the bar took one of the major (of business). I heard about Benjam
in's,
"night spots" of Bangor with it.
checked into it, it looked good...so we
But not for long, because Benjamin's
did it," said Brier matter-of-factly.
is back.
Their guess was proven correct on
It just so happens that John Brier and
Nov. 8, when Benjamin's was filled to
Ed Weihenmayer were "looking for a capacity by 9:45 p.m. on opening
night.
business to start up."
And it hasn't slowed down.
Weihenmayer, who expects to
"Business is. great," said Weihengraduate from the University of Maine
mayer. "It's booming."
with an advertising degree in December,
He claims the success has been due to
said the two met through their associa- the low prices; 50-cent drafts and
free
tion with Beta Theta Pi, a UMaine hot dogs on certain days, and availab
ilifraternity.
ty of live bands seven nights a week.
"We were frat brothers for three
Additionally, white, competing bars
years," he said. Brier graduated last with live bands charge $3-4 admissi—
May with a business degree.
prices, Weihenmayer said Benjamin , Jobs Brier sad FA Weibeasnayer at Besjamta's,
photo by Scott LeClat:
Having been a former employee of charges. $2.
to the the camput crowd before,"
the old Benjamin's. Weihenmayer said
school."
"We wanted to keep prion down,"
Weihenmayer said. "We're trying to
Meanwhile, Weihenmayer and Brier
he spoke to Brier about the possibilitiessed.
change that."
of re-opening Benjamin's earlier this
are
enjoying the experience they're get- Other entertainment offered at the
Weihenmayer said bus rides will be
ting
year.
at Benjamin's.
new Benjamin's include cable TV, and
offered to and from Benjamin's from
"I used to work here and just about -*mg coverage on Sundays.
"I think it's fun," be said. "I'm
certain spots in Orono, one evening per
every other bar in the area." Weihengetting on-job experiences, like learning
Cameras have also been installed to
week.
mayer said. "I know about the night life allow live-band viewing throug
how to order beverages, deal with lease,
hout
"We're thinking about something
and about this small town."
and
working with an attorney."
Benjamin's, lh'eiherilmayer said. Low
along the lines of'Pub Night' on ThursHe explained that their decision to prices and televisions aren't the only
But
it hasn't been all fun, he
difday." he said, but maintains that the
stick with the Benjamin's title was ferences separating the old and
admitt
ed.
new Benplans are presently tentative.
because of the bar's long standing iamins, however.
Wememeyer said he had to drop a
According to Bnes, another tentative
traditions.
class recently because of demands at his
Bncr and Weihenmayer plan to make
plan involves law school for the
"Benjamin's has a long history of be- the bar more accessible
new job at Benjamin's.
to Ufsiaine
partners.
ins the place to go for having a good students.
"It's a lot of work," Brier agreed,
"If we can sasc enough mones,"
time," he said.
"but it's worth it...the people enjoy it
"(Benjamin's) ncser really appealed
he said. "we're planning to go to law
so that makes it even better."

Everman: professor, author, first-time father
UMaine professor adopts Honduran child
by Debbie Dutton
Staff Wnter
At the age of 42. Welch Et.errnan has
published a novel, written numerous
short stories, worked at a variety of occupations and has finally become a firsttime father.
Everman, a second year assistant pro
lessor of English at the University of
Maine, and his wife Elizabeth, have
adopted a 1-year-old boy from Honduras.
/5
1
Carlos arrived three wetly aso after

Weida Femmes, i Maine assistant pro!eager of Fio,sad swife fle•eskett!
recently adopted a 1-year-old boy from
Hoodaras.

being in foster care in Honduras.
Everman said he and his wife had
been involved in adopUon procedures
for about a year.
"It's an incredibly -exciting experience." he said. "It's a thrill just
to see him wake up in the morning "
Lv crman said that most 42-year-old
people hase grown children, yet he has
just become a first-time father.
"It's kind of scary," he said, "I've
.never had someone completely dependent on me before. ... I wouldn't trade
this experience for the world."

At the start of the story, one friend
has already died in Vietnam,
and the
guys waiting to go are trying to deal with
his death.
"This novel is an attempt to-tty
Ind
get at the cultural male violen
ce that
provided soldiers for the war." Everman said.
Although this story is not humorous,
Berman has written approximately 25
short stories based on two characters,
Harry and Sylvia, that are.

The Harry and Sylvia stories are not
a continuous saga, instead the basic
characters are placed in different situaBerman was born in Allentown Pa. tions. Some of the situations used inand grew up in Bethlehem Pa. He said clude Harry and Sylvia's first date,
growing up in a "steel town" has in- beginning of the pair's marnage,-and
years after their eventual divorce.
fluenced his writing.
"I'm playing with the characters to
, "It was basically a working dais community with a lot of people who didn't see what they'll do in a given situago to college," he said. "I really tion," he said.
A collection of 13 Harry and Sylvia
wanted to get out and go to college."
The novel he is workinron now is titl- stones will be coming out in January or
ed "Summer Time Blues." It is the February 1989. Everman said since onstory of group of men who have either ly 13 are in the first collection, if the
graduated or dropped out of high school book is a success, he'll have enough for
and are hanging around in the summer a Harry and Sylvia 11.
waiting to go to Vietnam. Everman said
Everman has already published an
the characters are typical high school
novel titled —Orton". It is the trials and
students from his era; the black leather
jacket, engineer boots and the habit of iribulations of &guy who is a dishwasher
n a resort community. Everman said
hanging out at pool halls.

t

jokingly that although not many people
have read the book, he likes it.
He has also published what he calls
an academic type book titled "Who
Says That?". It's a collection of critical
essays on fiction, exploring issues of
whether the author is in charge or if the
reader is in charge.
As an undergraduate at Northwestern
University, Chicago he received a
bachelor's degree in philosophy. After
graduation, Berman took 16 years off
from his education and held a sanely of
jobs during that period. He was a
dishwasher, a jazz muscian, worked for
newspaper and a magazine, and got involved in publishing.
He return4to college when he realized that "to get area! job" he needed
tOfuther his education. He received his
master's degree in 1986 from the University of New York, Buffalo. He continued there and worked towards his
doctorate while teaching creative
writing. His doctorate was conferred
upon him in February 1988 while he was
a professor of English at the UMaine.
"When I was hired they knew I'd be
getting my doctorate," he said
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UMaine dining commons'
ready for holiday cooking

*************************

in the form of carols.
"Their music will add to the atmosphere and give the dinner a flare the
students will really enjoy," she said.
University of Maine dining commons
Along with the Christmas meal, all
managers say the next few weeks will be
the
commons, working with each area's
hectic ones, with a big holiday meal to
residential directors and assistants, are
plan and finals week snacks to prepare.
planning snacks for students during
Dan Sturrup, manager of Stewart
finals week — Dec. 19-22.
Commons, said all the dining commons
John Rebstock, director of Food Serare gearing up for an elaborate "English
vice,
said the snacks "give the students
Winter Holiday," this year's theme for
a
breathe
r during a tough time."
the annual Christmas buffet.
"Student are under a tremendous
"This time of year means a lot of
amount of stress during finals. We want
work for everyone on campus, whether
to
help them through it," he said.
they are getting ready for the holidays
Pierce said York Commons will most
or just trying to make it through finals
likely be preparing "snack packs,"
week," he said.
contai
ning fruit, cookies or other snack
Sturrup said the buffet, which will be
food
that
students can take back to their
served in all dining commons Dec. 15,
MOMS. is a way to get students into the
Sturrup said Stewart will probably be
Christmas spirit.
provid
ing coffee, juice, donuts,
"We have loosived good reviews
vegetable trays, and perhaps cheese trays
about past holiday meals, and we think
in the dorms at various times during the
it is great to be able to provide the
week.
students with, some traditional
Stewart, Hilltop and York commons
t,)ods," he said.
will
be serving a late night snack in the
The main dishes will include baked
commo
ns one or two nights during the
ham, roast turkey with bread stuffing
week. Pizza, tacos, nachos and ice
and gravy, mashed potatoes, shrimp
cream have been popular snacks in the.
scampi and baby green peas, Sturrup
past, Pierce said.
said.
Evelyn Hart, manager at Hilltop, said
The commons also will be serving .
the commons would be supplying juice
cranberry bread and fresh-baked rolls.
and cookies at the dorms on two nights
For dessert, students will be able to
during
finals week.
choose from various holiday dishes:
Every commons will be participating
plum pudding, Christmas cut-out
in some sort of snack program.
cookies, fruit filled tarts or a holiday
However, Stodder and Wells haven't
yule log made of chocolate cake and
made definite plans yet.
mint frosting.
Smokey Holmstrom, manager at
Susan Pierce, manager of York ComWells,
and David Jones, manager at
mons, said the University Singers will be
Stodder, said both commons are in the
visiting each commons during the bufprocess of planning *hat will be
fet, providing some "Chnstmas cheer"
provided.

A Look Back

by Jairne Osgood
Staff Writer

Eyre named National
Theatre ArtistDirector
„I,
by Hilary DeVries
The Christian Science Montior
I.ONDON The multitude of
.-hallenges facing Richard Eyre, the new
National Theatre artistic director, can be
summed up in a few words: money, artistic, manifesto, and the lace thereof,
Mr. Eyre is steerinrEngland's largest
government-subsidized theater through
hat se%eral longtime industry observers
hcrc are calling a "crisis point" in the
British theater.
"For the first time in (their)
history.. the National and the Royal
Shakespeare companies are facing a
diminution in real terms of financial
resources," said Eyre during a recent
Interview in his office, overlooking the
Thames. "At the same time, the Line betAcen the subsidized and commercial
theater has become blurred. And that
makes it difficult for audiences to know
*hat we are."
Indeed, while Sir Peter Hall, Eyer's
controversial predecessor, surmounted
obstacles to establish the National in its
current South Bank home, the softspoken Eyre has taken on the more lowkey, but no less challenging, task of

maintaining Britain's flagship theater
during a peroid of declining arts
patronage.
Government subsidies for the past•
seseral years have remained steady at
SI3 million a year - roughly half the 525
million the theater has required annually'
in recent years.
Arts Council allocations to the National for the next three years are expected to run anywhere from 3 to 5 percent below the current inflation rate, "a
cut in very real terms that puts an enormous onus on boosting our selfgenerated income," according to
Douglas Gosling, the theater's financial
director.
Indeed, both the National and the
Royal Shakespeare Company have increasingly turned to two controversial
funding sources - corporate subsidy and
transferring plays to commercial venues.
So common was this practice during the
late '70s and early '80s that Sir Peter and
Trevor Nunn, the former artistic director of the Royal Shakespeare, were
publicly accused of profiteering.
"The National has been accused of
being opportunistic, but what is the
theater to do?" asks Eyre. "We have
(tee EYRE page 41A)

*
*
*
*

Editor's note: In recognition of The
Daily Maine Campus's 10th year as
a
daily newspaper, we are running excerptsfrom editions of years past. The
following articles are from 1940 Maine
Campuses

German refugee tells
what may happen if
Hitler wins
Floor plans for what might happen
if German National Socialism
triumphs in the present conflict were
explained by Sigmund Neumann,
German refugee and professor at
Wesleyan University, before a capacity crowd in the Little Theatre Friday
afternoon, Nov. IS.
The first plan, devised by Hjalmer
Schact, former German minister of
finance, proposed an economic
federation of Europe under German
leadership. This opposed the idea of
a political state above an economic
state, Prof. Neumann said.
Under the second plan, the FunkGoehring plan, the Germans would
seize control of the means of production of entire Europe, reorganizing
under German leadership. This has
already been started in Alsace-oraine
and in Poland. Prof. Neumann said.
The third plan, or the Army plan,
was one of power politics, Prof.
Neumann stated, and ad the creation

of small vassal states, following the
ideas of Napoleon and Clemenceau.
Under the fourth plan, the HitlerGoebbels plan, puppet states would
be created in an attempt to
demoralize the enemy by a weak
government. Under this plan it is
realized, Neumann said, the Fascism
is not an article of exportation and
that a country becomes strong under
national socialism.
He pointed out some of the
misunderstandings connected with
national socialism and said that it had
been called, by way of definition, the
institutionalization of amorphous
masses.

The important thing about
democracy, Neumann pointed out, is
the great number of social relations
among the people.
"The dictator." he said, "must
destroy all beliefs, ties, roots, and
associations of the people."

Students to-leave next
Junefor year in, army
Out of the ranks of the members
of the University of Maine will go
next June, some dozen or more men
to swell the roster of the United
States armed forces for at least one
year. It is estimated that there are
about this number of students and
faculty who have been called in the
elective service draft, America's first
peacetime conscription move.
Most of the draftees will go to
camp late in June or early in July.
Individual will go to camps in
Maine, Massachusetts, Conneticut,
New Jersey, and to a number of other
states, depending upon their War
Department orders. The draftees
know almost as little about the situation as anyone else. They only know
where they are to report for duty and
when to do so. They do not know
what branch of the service they will
be in or what their work will consist
of.
The plan originally called for these
men to go to the camps at an earlier
date than June. However, because
they are mostly students, they will be
allowed to finish the school year.
Those who are members of the faculty are also allowed to wait until June
in order to fulfill their teaching contracts.

As to the students, some of them
are in their senior year in school and
the year that they will spend in a
military training camp will not
seriously interfere with the plans that
they may have made. It will simply
mean that they must wait another
year before looking- for a job.
Because they have had their
military training they will be more
likely to get a good job than if they
were fresh out, of college. The trainingwilI
them and they will
receive additional education which
will greatly aid them when they are
through and are ready for an outside
position. When they become
employed they will know that their
work cannot possibly be interrupted
by any military call short of war.
On the other hand, the men who
are in the lower classes at the University; will merely have In take • year
out of their schooling. When they
hase finished the necessary training
they will be able to go back and take
up their schooling where they left off.
They will be much better trained as
a result ,zof that year in a military
camp ind they will be able to tell
future employers, once they
graduate. that they will not he liable
to any future call unless war comes.

*************************
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The Changeling opens at National Theatre
—by Hilary DeVries
The Christian Science Monitor
LONDON — Director Peter Hall was
one of the pillars of Britian's Royal
Shakespeare Company back when "Les
Miserables" was just a book and the
RSC a tiny troupe churning through the
Bard's
canon
up
in
Stratford-upon-Avon.
During his eight-year tenure, Sir Peter
powered the company into becoming
Britian's premier theatrical institution.
Then he assumed the mantle of leadership at the Royal Shakespeare's nearest
rival — the then-nascent National
Theatre.
For 15 years. Hall piloted the National on an even more ambitious
course. weathering the turbulent preThatcher years to mold Britian's largest
government-subsidized theater — the
three-stage company with a S25 millionplus budget, whose home dominates
London's South Bank.
Now, Hall has moved boldly on again
— this time to the Haymarket Theatre
in the commercial West 'End. While
London waits to see how the
temperamental director, best known for
his opera and classical dramiLproduc..
tions, takes to this -rionsetbsidized-Yetsture, the National is moving into its own
new era.
The company's former associate
director. Richard Eyre. whose reign officially began Oct. 20 with the opening
of his revival of Ben Johnson's sprawling "Bartholomew Fair." is the National's third artistic director in its 25
years. Mr. Eyre promises no major
changes in the company's somewhat
amorphous artistic agenda.(Unlike the
Royal Shakespeare. the National received no official mandate with its funding.)
His lineup for the year is ambitious and
eclectic, retaining Hall's emphasis on
classical and modern drama but mixing
in more foreign work.
Highlights of Eyre's inaugural season
include world premieres by David Hare
and Harold Pinter; the British debuts of
Da.id Mamct's Broadway hit, "Speedthe-Plow"; and Irish writer Brian Friel's
latest paly, "Making History."
Revivals include a "Hamlet" coming
up, starring art-film heartthrob Daniel
Day Lewis, plus restapngs of Sean
O'Casey's "Dublin" trilogy and
Moliere's comedy "Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme." New productions of
"Celestina." by Spani§p dramatist
Fernando de Rojas, and "Ghetto."
by Israeli playwright Joshua Sobol, are

also scheduled.
Meanwhile, the theater is planting one
foot, at least temporarily, in the past
Hall's ambitious adieu to the National
— concurrent productions of three
Shakespeare romances, "The Winter's
Tale," "The
Tempest," and
"Cybelinc" — which opened to glowing reviews in the tiny Cottosloe Theatre
this summer, have moved into the cavernous Olivier Theatre for an extended fall
run. These three productions, plus an
Eyre-directed version of the Jacobean
tragedy "The Changeling," which
opened earlier this year, and a preview
performance of David Hare's new
drama, "The Secret Rapture," provided this writer with a telling look at
the National's old and new regna.
Hall's production of "Antony and
Cleopatra" last season was a triumph of
linguistic clarity, and it embodied an
emotional maturity rarely found in-that
early tragedy. So it was with some anticipation that one awaited Hall's version of the Bard's late romances. With
their oxymoronic mix of psychological
profundity and deus ex machina surprises, these are difficult plays in both
concept and execution.
A look at VI three in succession
-leveals Willi; be on less sure ground
here than in the past._ Certainly he mainth usual reverence for the text, and
it is a delight not to suffer Illustrated
Shakespeare dialogue. An impressive
corps of actors, including Tim PinotSmith, Geraldine James, Eileen Atkins,
and Michael Bryant, gives some excellent performances.
But none of this masks a strain also
apparent in each production. Partly it
spnngs from texts that try to pluck emotional plausibility from thin air. Partly
it is the vastness of the Olivier Theatre,
which stretches both the productions
and several of the performances beyond
what must have been their original intent. Mr. Piggot-Smith, who is uneitpectedty hilarious ---ras TriDcUIo
("Tempest")
and
lachimo
("Cymbeline");is- regrettably overdone
as the jealousy racked Leontes
("Winter's Tale"). The set by Alison
Chitty. who has often worked with Hall,
is problematic: A giant circular platform
distractingly unfolds like a vast Murphy
bed, revealing a variety of playing surfaces sand, wood planking. Astroturf.
Ms. Chitty is more successful with the
plays' masque scenes, where she uses a
"Phantom of the Opera" - inspired
Venetian theme.
What stands out? Tim Piggot-Smitb's
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Miranda Richsrdso• is Britain's National Theatre production
of
"The Changeling."

To the editor
wildly varying performances. Ms.
Atkins's ability to look regal and exude
reasonableness, no matter what
character she plays. Mr. Bryant's
tendency toward grandfatherly sagacity, no matter whether playing Prospero
in "The Tempest" or the Old Shepard
in Winter's Tale." In other words,
the resonances of repertory are the
strength of these productions, together
with Hall's letting the text speak for
itself, whatever its flaws.
Meanwhile, in the LytteltOn Theatre,
Eyre conjures a far different mood for
Thomas Middleton and William
Rowley's 160-century tragedy of sexual
jealousy, "The Changeling." Eyre,
who in the past has demonstrated a flair
for large-scale and highly visual productions (his "Guys and Dolls" was a success in 1982), flounders here. The details
are all right: the post-Colonial updating,
complemented by a shimmering goldenIberian set by William Dudley; the often
discarded subplot, kept intact here and
given its own flourescent-lit failures of
both casting and performance. Miranda Richarthon as Beatrice and George
Harris as De Flores look the perfect
partners in crime — she a luminous,
golden beauty, he a snarling man of
linebacker proportions. But both fail to

*Eyre

Richard Eyre is the new artistic director of Britain's
Natiossi Thelon

SCI

conjure the play's necessary atmosphere
of fatal lust, and the production falls
flat.
In the National's world premiere of
"The Secret Rapture," one of
England's leading modern dramatists,
David Hare, returns to the familiar territory of this earlier plays "Knuckle," "A Map of the World,"
"Pravda," and "Plenty" taking wellaimed swipes at what is seen as Bntian's
spiritual malaise.
In "The Secret Rapture," which is
being hailed by local critics as one of the
year '-s major theatrical events, Mr. Hare
skewers a soulless Tory England, this
time through an examiruition ef an emotionally disintergrating family. If the
preview seen by this reviewer was any indication, the drama is suitabls Chekhovian, wrung dry, however, by heavyhanded moralizing.
The machinations of the (ilass family are a tragicomic indictment of Thatcher's England, but underlying all the
political and psychological maneuvering
is an extended Christ metaphor that
strains credulity, despite Howard
Davies's controlled direction and excellent performances from Jill Baker.
Paul Shelley, Clare Higgins, arid
Penelope Wilton.

(continued from page 34)

been pushed into aLcepting plural.fun- will operate
on a project-to-project
ding. It's either that, or you cut your basis
production costs or your acting ensemble. And that is cutting the theater's
As for what will go on stage, Eyre has
whole raison d'etre."
nutted at a grcaici emphasis on visual
imagery but stops short of outlining and
Eyre earned a reputation as a
artistic manifesto. -Manifesto is a
judicious administrator during his fivedangerous thing to advertise." says
year finisti'. dircoorship of the NotEyre. "It invites comparisons, and I
tingham Playhouse, and already he has
don't think that's how the art works. I
effected several changes at the National.
think comparisons, and I don't think
These include elimination of Hall's
that's how the art works. Ithink the Namultilcompany sys!ern, which has been
tional exists to do the work which can't
replaced by one ensemble of about 100
be done commercially. My artistic policy
aoors serving both the Olivier and Cotwill be determined by what is seen on
tesloe Theatres. The mid -size Lyttehon
stage."
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Response
Nurses unrecognized
To the editor:
In your article of 11/30/88
regarding Dr. Berrien and the
nurses at the General Student
Senate meeting, I was misquoted and would like to clarify
a few points.
I was misquoted as saying
that two of the reasons why the
nurses resigned in September
were miscommunication between the nurses, and Dr.I3ernen, and the nurses disapproval
of working only in the
infirmary.
What should have been
stated as reasons were: miscommunication between Dr. Ber-

rien and the nurses, lack of
acknowledgement of nursing
input and suggestions, and the
nurses refusal to work alone
with a certified nurses aide after
hours.
My suggestion Was that RNs
should be encouraged to care
for walk-in students (as well as
infirmary students) after-hours,
as they have in the put. Then
possibly there may be more a
response from area RNs for the
currently advertised positions
(which only requires caring for
impatient infirmary students).
This would help expediate the
return of the 24-hour walk-in
cart at the health center.

Got a problem? Have a
Dr. Berrien's idea for hiring
gripe? Write a letter to
nurse practitioners or physicians assistants for after-hours
The Daily Maine Campus,
walk-in care, would certainly
enhance the services to the
, Suite 7a Lord Hall.
students. But to limit the func-

tions of existing after-hours
RNs and potential new RNs to
caring only for inpatient and
not walk-in students, in my opinion, is overlooking valuable
nursing skills and impeding the
progress of facilitating the
return of the 24-hour walk-in
care at Cutler Health Center.

NEWSMAKER

AN"

Diane James, RN
Former Cutler
Health Center Nurse

Scholarship is wrong
To the editor.
Since I have been at UMaine,
I have become increasingly
disillusioned with the Athletic
programs here. Legitimate
athletic clubs have to beg to get
a little funding while third
string football players who
never play the entire season get
full (out of state) scholarships.
The latest travesty which has
come to light is Victoria
W'atras' scholarship. Ms.
Watras should be ashamed to
accept money for something

she wasn't doing. Athletic
scholarships are for athletes.
Not for those who no longer
find the game "fun." As
Coach Winkin told the press,
when an athlete voluntarily
leaves the team, the scholarship
is withdrawn.
And to Dr. Aceto: I think
you should reexamine your
definition of "obligation."
The university is only
"obligated" to provide a
scholarship to those athletes
who play. The idea that we (1
can say "we," my money

goes towards athletics despite
my Personal feelings) "have a
moral obligation" to continue
scholarships to players who
leave the team is completely
ludicrous, to say the least. I
find the particular phrase,
"moral obligation" somewhat
amusing.
Finally, to Dr. Lick, I have
only one question. What sport
need I excel in to rate access to
your discretionary fund?
Melissa L. Johnson
Old Town

Yasser Arafat

Be cool. Be a volunteer writer
for the Daily Maine Campus.
See Jon Bach, Suite 7A Lord Hall
or call 581-1268.

America made bad decision -in electionTo the editor:
Well, it's officially over. But
it was kind of inevitable, wasn't
it?
I guess I knew it all along.
even though a naive part of me
remained hopeful for Michael
Dukakis. Face it, the poor guy
never had a chance. Deep down
I always knew this.
I'm not angry at the
American people for electing
George Bush. Not really. What
I feel is closer to despair than
anger. I know I'm forever
quoting Bono of U2, but now,
"in the year of election," I

feel it is more appropriate than
ever to do so. The quote is as
follows:

tions that
answers."

"...thc problem is that in the
world we live in, the West. the
doctrine of personal peace and
prosperity prevails. If you've
got a fridge, a car or two, a
vacation once a year, you're
okay. And you'll agree to
anything, such as voting for
whoever can preserve this. People are subject to a lot of influences that attempt to send
them to sleep...We are in a big
sleep, where I'm okay, you're
okay. And we don't ask ques-

I could end this letter right
here and feel quite confident
that my thoughts have been
clearly expressed by one man
who does not even know me. In
just a single paragraph, he has
touched upon the undeniable
but often unrecognized truth of
elections.
I'm assuming that a lot of
people did not vote for Dukakis
because they felt uncomfortable
with him. They feel more comfortable, if not satisfied, with
the policies of the Reagan ad-

have difficult

ministration, and are afraid ot
change.. even given that change
might be for the better.
I can appreciate this. I can
see why some people might by
"uncomfortable"
with
Dukakis. But, my God —
George Bush and Dan
Quayle??!! What if something
does happen to Bush? How
comfortable would you feel
with someone like Dan Quayle
in the White House?
As of this writing, I resolve,
out of frustration, to turn my
back on the political scene, at
least for a while, and concentrate on subject matter from

which I can at least draw some
personal and intellectual
satisfaction. Why beat my head
against the wall? America has
made her decision...a decision
I've a feeling she will come to
regret in the course of the next
four years. I hope I'm wrong.
Believe me,. being proven right
would give me little if any
satisfaction. But this too I feel
is inevitable:
America will reap what she
has sown.
Shawn Cote
Cumberland Hall

FAROG members encourage students
To the editor
A new campus can be unsettling, to say the least. Dorms
and cafeterias are nightmarish
camp scenarios at their worst,
and the rest of a university
usually has INSTITUTION
written all over it.
But there's a place on this
campus that negates the
negative impression, down on
College Avenue.. It's the
Franco-American Centre,
where there exists an open
forum for the fret expression of

a diversity of identities and
ideas. It's a little white house
that used to house a priest (with
nearby nuns) and now houses
the daily activities of UMaine
student writers, artists, journalists, broadcasting, education
and business majors, assorted
bodies. And the Centre radiates
a home-like atmosphere for
students that is not—shall we
say—boring.. There's always
conversation and coffee, and
usually food.. socializing goes
on. Music. DISCUSSIONS.
Plain talk. The student groun,

the rranco-American Resource
Opportunity
Group
(F.A.R.O.G.) is involved in a
lot of activities, both on campus and off, and this house is
where.they gather.
We are the new and returned F.A.R.O.G. contingent,
who see a lot happening in the
comina year in this little white
house (with green shutters).
Most importantly, we see the
Centre becoming more and
more useful to us an impetus to
(and outlet for) our creativity:
we feel it can accomplish this by

opening up those cultural and
ethnic channels within us,
where many possibilities for expression lie dormant, waiting to
flower.
So! If you're a student, and
you miss "real" rooms, a
bathroom made for one at a
time, perhaps coffee you can
make for yourself. int,-r•sting
conversation, you should check
out Le Centre FrancoAmericain (126 College
Avenue). Being bilingual isn't
necessary — but if you speak
French, and would like to,

that's here, too. We also
publish a monthly journal, Le
F.A.R.O.G. Forum, and encourage student submissions of
artwork, poetry, essays, fiction,
whatever, for it. So...this is an
invitation. We think the
Franco-American Centre and
F.A.R.O.G. are creative
methods with which to get a
handle on one's heritage,
whether it's Irish (like a lot of
us here this year) or Acadien or
Quebecois or German, or.. and
we think there are others out
there who'll agree

The Daily hl
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allocations took a very large
jump," Price said.
In fact, in two of the past three
years, the state has ranked first in the
country in terms of percentage increases to a state university system.
he said.
The system's budget went from
S7I.5 million in fiscal year 1986, to
SI29 million in fiscal year 1988.
The AASCU claims this major
budget increase indicates the state's
and the governor's support for
education.
Maine Governor John R. McKernan has been very supportive of
education since he entered the Blaine
House in 1987, making it one of his
top priorities.
"His budget recommendations for
--the university have kept things going," Price 'aid.
"We made a commitment to the
children of this state and to Maine's
future by increasing funding to our
university system," McKernan said
in the AASCU report.
The two states were recoglffied in
hopes that they would serve as role
models for other states. Price said.
meeting
AASCU
The
in
Washington. D.C., earlier this
semester featured Gov. McKernan as
a speaker along with state Speaker of
the House John Martin.
Woodbury and the presidents from
the seven other University of Maine
campuses participated in the meeting,
stressing individual features of their
respective campuses.
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companies in continuous operation
left in the United States. ColOrado,
which had hundreds of such gold and
silver mines as recently as the 1930s,
now has only about five continuously operating small gold mines, according to the Colorado Mining
Association. Hendricks represents a
diminishing breed of young mine entrepreneurs, only a few of which have
succeeded.
The truly remarkable thing about
all this effort, including fighting
winter's
wind
and
raging
snowstorms, is that it's aimed at extracting a fraction of an ounce of
gold hidden in every ton of rock.
With 'gold priced -it about S400 an
ounce, Hendricks says a ton of goldbearing ore will yield an S85-a-ton
profit after expenses.
Stuffed into my own set of plastic
coveralls and slicker, heavy rubber
boots, helmet, and heavy belt with
battery pack on it, 1 am ready to go.
Hendricks directs me to sit crosslegged on a cart in front of a small
electric mining engine. As the engine
lurches ahead into the minc, a cool,
moist draft exhales from the shaft.
The tiny train emits a low electric
whine, sliding forward into the
mountain toward a distant light bulb.
Wooden supports in the tunnet flit
past and give way to bare, solid rock
walls. Passing the first light. we
round a bend and continue until the
tunnel ends. Here, 160 feet down,
and a football field horizontally inside the mountain. we stop.
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Sports
Badgers, Fightin' Sioux
to invade Alfond Arena
by Joe Grant
Staff Writer
In order to continue their four
game winning streak this weekend,
the University of Maine hockey team
will have to get past a pair of powerful western teams.
The Black Bears face-off against
Wisconsin on Friday and North
Dakota on Sunday. Both games will
start at 7 p.m.
—
In previous meetings' with the
Black Bears, Wisconsin holds a 5-1
advantage but UMaine claimed its
first victory last season, a 7-1 decision
in Madison.
The Badger% the140.14 team in the
nation according to the WMEBCHSB Media Poll come into the Friday's contest with a 7-4-4 overall
record after a two game series with
Minnesota-Duluth last weekend.
Wisconsin claimed a 4-2 win on
Friday and Saturday, the two squads
ended in a 1-1 deadlock,
Forward Chris Tancill (9-13-22)
has been the top scorer thusfar for
seventh year coach Jeff Sauer's club
while Paul Stanton (3-8-11)is an AllAmerican defenseman.
Forwards John Byce (9-8-17) and

freshman Doug MacDonald (5-10-15)
have also been offensive threats for
Badgers this season.
In goal, Wisconsin has received
fine play from freshman Curtis
Joseph (6-2-4; 2.18 goals against
average; .929 save percentage), who
is one of the top netminderf in the
Eastern
Collegbrtat- Hockey
Association.
North Dakota is coming east for a
pair of games. They are the visitors
of the Lowell on Friday and enter the
game against the Chiefs with an 8-7
overall record and 7-7 in the WCHA.

‘-)

They will then travel to Orono on
Sunday, holding an 8-6 advantage in
the series.
A pair of young goaltenders have
come on strong for the Fighting
Sioux. Sophomore Chris Dickson
(4-5; 3.61 GAA; .878 save percentage) and freshman Steve Peters(4-1;
2.91 GAA; .898 save percentage)
have both gotten considerable playing time this season.
Top scoring forwards for the Sioux
include Scott Koberinski (9-11-20),
Lee Davidson (1-14-15), Grant
Paranica (6-8-14) and freshman Russ
Romaniuk (8-4-12).

F
is key performer already
reshman

UMaine women's hoop
team ready for tourney
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
No one said it would be easy.
As the University of Maine women's
basketball team prepares for its toughest
test of the young season, Head Coach
Trish Roberts can look forward to three
more tournaments before entering the
Seaboard Conference schedule in
January.
The Black Bears take the court
tonight in the Michigin State Tournament against a Syracuse University team
that has some strong credentials.
Syracuse was an at-large team in the
NCAA tournament last spring and was
voted by the coaches in the Big East
Conference as the the conference's top
team.
The game is at 6 p.m., followed by
Drake, 1-0 on the year with a win
against Arizona, meeting Michigan
State.
Syracuse won its own Carrier Classic
with wins over Duquesne and Virginia
Tech, the latter in overtime, 76-74.
After this weekend, UMaine travels
south to play in the Virginia Commonwealth Tournament, which will host
teams from Duke, winner of the

wing Pellerin

by Tim Toner
Staff Writer
Some hockey players are blessed with
great moves and speed, others control
the puck like it's fastened to their stick
and still others rely on their physical
style of play to attain success.
University_ of Maine freshman Scott
Pellerin says be wasn't blessed with the
best of any one thing, but, "I think I
got a little'of everything and! make the
best of what 1 have."
At the age of IR and fresh out of
Notre Dame High School in Saskat-thrkan, Canada, Pellerin's tenacity and
instinct for the game of hockey have
earned him the left wing position on the
first line for the UMaine Black Bears.

tant coach Bruce Crowder said. "He's
a well-rounded hockey player with a lot
of tenacity and he wants the puck and

He's a well-rounded hockey
player with a lot of tenacity and he
wants the puck and he wants to
win.
Asst. Coach
Bruce Crowder
Moreover, he currently leads the team
with 12 goals and II assists in 12 games.
The 5-foot 11 -inch, 190-pound
freshman plays with total disregard for
his body. He doesn't think twice about
battling in the corner with a 220-pound
defenseman and admits, "If you want
to excel in hockey, you have to go up
against guys that are bigger than you
and I'm not intimidated by anyone."
'I think that old saying,'It's not the
size of the dog, but the size of the fight
In the dog,' pertains to Scott," assis-

he wants to win. But what's special
about Scott is that he works just as hard
with the books as he does at putting the
puck in the net. He just likes to succeed
at everything he does."
A business major who has had little
trouble adjusting to college life and
balancing academics with athletics,
Pellerin will face his biggest challenge
today, before he takes to the ice against
the University of Wisconsin tonight.
"Today he has four prelims and 1
(i.e PELLY page 11)

*Fund
was a small portion of the total cost.
"The total cost of the arena addition
was up around $500,000 and the lights
were nearly $200,000," he said.
Lick also loaned an additional
$25,000 toward the lighting project.
"The development office hadn't
finished the fundraising on the project
and the bills were coming in. I gave them
enough money to help cover it with the
understanding that my fund would be
reimbursed," he said.
He said it is not unusual to loan
money within the university — especially with projects that come through
public donations.
"We do the same thing with 0-

Downcast Auto Classic, and Connecticut, picked by coaches to finish near
the top of the Big East in their preseason poll.
Then its back to Maine to host the
Augusta Tournament (Georgia Tech,
Harvard and Howard) and the Bath
Iron Works Classic (Massachusetts,
Providence and Georgia State).
Roberts has made a change based on
her team's performance in the Downcast
Auto Classic. Victoria Watras, who
demonstrated the ability to work inside
with Rachel Bouchard, will come off the
bench as a forward instead of a guard.
The starting five of Bouchard, Kathy
Karllson and Tracey Frenette at forward
and Carrie Goodhue and Cathy
laconeta at guard will remain intact.
While starting two freshman and two
sophomores bodes well for the future,
their first trip away from the confines
of home will show just how acclimated
they are to college basketball.
Statistically, Bouchard leads the team
in scoring with 17.5 points per game and
rebounds with 9.5 laconeta tops the
team in assists with four a game and is
second in scoring with nine ppg. Watras
is next with eight points a game and 6.5
rebounds.

(medalled from page 1)
UMaine System quite often," he said.
"We are doing that right now with the
new research building."
Lick said he is proud of what he has
done with his discretionary funds —
especially in these cases — because he
felt they were good for the university.
He pointed to the lights.as•a project
that benefitted UMaine.
"Those lights allowed us to bring in
ESPN (to televise a baseball game
against the University of Miami). There
aren't many things that could give us
that kind of national publicity," he
said. "We couldn't pay someone that
$25,000 to put on a nationwide broadcast to give us that kind of publicity."

Footbdit-ringsfrom fund
by Mike Bourque
Staff Writer
University of Maine President Dale
Lick spent $12,655 from his General
Discretionary Account for championship rings for the Black Bear football
team. .....
Lick .said because the athletic budget
"was committed to the hilt" the athletic
department couldn't cover the-costs of
the rings.
"There is pretty much a standard
policy (at UMaine) to give some appropriate recognition to somebody who
wins some kind of a championship,"
Lick said.
The University of Maine football
team won a share of the Yankee Conference championship last season. This
propelled them into the playoffs against
Georgia Southern College, Lick's old
school.
He said the football team's appearance in the NCAA Division 1-AA

playoffs added strain to the athletic
budget.
"It's not like a Division 1 school
where you might get $750,000 for playing in a bowl game. We obviously want
our teams to do well but in this case it
costs us money," Lick said. "It was
up to me to either buy the rings or they
overspend the athletic budget."
He said there were two different styles
of rings to choose from but said he
"opted for the less expensive one."
Lick said he knodis the expense may
bring him some criticism from people
complaining that he is just giving more
support to athletics.
"Some people may criticize me for
that but this is something I'd do for
anyone (on campus) who had
represented us well. I'd do this for the
band. I just try to respond to specific
needs...," he said. "Athletics are more
likely to have the type of competition."
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Mens', womens' swimteams to meet Vermont
Verby, Sawyer and
Broad to lead
Bears
by Kim Thibeau
Staff Writer

Also helping UMaine's cause will be
freshmen Jeff Lynn and Todd Dyer.
Lynn swims the 100- and 200-yard butterfly and middle distance freestyle
events. Middle and long distance
freestyle are Dyer's best events.
"Todd has good potential all
around," said Switzer.
Freshman Rick Keene is UMaine's
number two man in diving, but Switzer
says that "he will challenge Brad
(Russell) before the year is out.

The University of Maine men's swim
team will travel this weekend to face the
University of Vermont on Saturday.
The Black Bears, who enter the comSwitzer also expects a great deal of
petition with a record of 1-1, will be led
from his sophomores.
strength
by juniors Russ Verby, Tom Sawyer and
captain.
Kevin Broad, this season's
The Catamounts will be led by John
are
they
that
says
Switzer
Al
Head coach
Crock, Dan Canty and Tim Koze.
his strongest swimmers.
Crock, who attended Mount Desert
"Verby is our leading freestyler and Island High School, and Koze, a
is very proficient in all distances. Sawyer freshman, lead Vermont in the inis a strong all around swimmer and dividual medley and backstroke comspecializes in the individual medley and
petitions. Canty swims the butterfly and
the
in
strong
is
Broad
breaststroke. And
freestyle events.
middle
and
sprints
freestyle
Switzer is optimistic about the meet
distances," said Switzer.
Brad
thinks that his team will do well
senior
and
is
diver
UMaine's top
Russell in both the one and three meter
"Vermont has good stroke people but
events. Last season, Russell placed selack depth in freestyle events."
they
cond in the Eastern Championships in
said Switzer.
both diving events.
*****************************************

CHOOSE AND CUT
CHRISTMAS TREES
$ 1 8.00 any size

Women hope to
raise 2-1 record
by Kim Thibeau
Staff Writer
The University of Maine women's
swim team, with a record of 2-1, will
compete against the University of Vermont on Saturday.
Head coach Jeff Wren slates Noreen
Solakoff, Kim Dunn and Jill Abrams as
the the Black Bears' best all-around
swimmers. In specific events, Jennifer
Boucher is the top swimmer in the
breaststroke, while Meg Briselden and
Jennifer Denison top the backstroke and
butterfly events respectively.
Wren says the team is competing well
so far this season, but is far from being
in top form.
"We are ahead in a lot of areas so far
this season. But, in the backstroke and
breaststroke, we're not very deep. We
have one individual in each and others
coming along. I am very pleased with

butterfly and freestyle but distance
freestyle needs improvement," said
Wren.
Another standout for Black Bears is
senior diver Audrey Harlow. Harlow is
this team's only diver this season and
has won both the one and three meter
events in UMaine's three meets thus far.
"There is certainly more pressure on
Audrey. During a close meet, there will
be even more pressure on her," said
Wren.
For Vermont, Sue Bridge and Laura
Morrison are the top swimmers. Bndgc
is the Catamounts' top backsteoker
while Morrison swims both the
breaststroke and the butterfly.
Also, Vermont boasts Christa
Vaughn who swims sprint events and
-also dives. Wren credits Vaughn as being a "quality diver as well as a terrific
sprinter."
Wren is confident that his team will
perform well against the Catamounts.
"Vermont has good swimmers. But,
they are not as well-balanced and they
do sot have as much depth in their team
said Wren.
u
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Barber's Tree Farm?
Parkman Road, Garland, Maine.924-3134
* Parlcrnan Road runs between two Exeter roads on the South *
* side of Garland pond approximately I mile from Route 94. *
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Worship. Sunday. 6:30 p.m.
Drummond Chapel 3rd floor Union
Tom Chittick, Cris Stevens, Dana Williams
The Maine Christian Association
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Black Bears Hockey
on WMEB this weekend

DELIVERY HOURS
7 DAYS PER WE 510 P.M

Friday, December 2
Maine vs. Wisconsin
Sunday, December 4
Maine vs. North Dakota
The Coaches Show begins at 6:45 p.m.
Game time is 7:00 p.m. Join Dave Ahlers,
Steve Watson, and Dev Sherlock for all the
action on "your collegiate sports leader..."
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WMEB/CHSB Collegiate
Hockey Media Poll
I. Michigaa State
2. Minnesota
1. Harvard
4. St. Lawrence
5. Maine
6. Conseil
7. Boston College
7. Lake Superior
9. Northern Michigan
10. Michigan
11. Vermont
12. Illinois-Chicago
13. Denver
14. %isconsin
15. Northeastern

(13-1-0)
(12-2-0)
(6-0-0)
(11-0-0)
(10-2-0)
(4-1-0)
(6-3-0)
(8-5-1)
(11-5-1)
(7-4-3)
(5-2-0)
(8-4-2)
(7-5-1)
(7-4-4)
(5-5-0)

179
168
152
151
138
98
76
76
67
59
52
51
49
47
28

Others receiviss s-otes %wilt I)skots 21. Mictegss Teri Ul, Bostos 1 saversit, Q.(dote 5,
Illowliss tones 4. %esters Mirthless 3.Missesots-lheistb 1

•Pelly
know he's going to work just as hard at
them as he is at beating Wisconsin
tonight," Head Coach Shawn Walsh
said. "He's a very dedicated individual
when it comes to studies and
hockey."
"I'm going through a tough period
now ," Pellerin said. "We've missed
about a week of classes so far due to
road trips and I've had to put evers free
minute towards the books. I just try and
work hard and sometimes it doesn't
come through, but I try and keep up the
work habit whether it be with the books
Or with hockey."
A native of Shediac, New Brunswick,
Pelkrin grew up with hockey and started
skating when he was 5 years old. After
two years at Moncton High School, he
decided to transfer to Noire Dame
because he wasn't happy with the level
of competition.
"I thought I would get better as a
-player -and-..*-- person- if I went out
west." Pellerin said. "It worked out
well and my team won the Junior A
championship (a national championship) during my senior_ year."
Whik at Notre Dame. Pellain played
a 95 game schedule, twice the amount
of games he will play this season. He
was fortunate enough to play on the
power -play there and Crowder feels that
experience has helped him to become the
leading power-play scorer so far this
season .
"A lot of things are done instinctively on the power-play and Scott was in
that position last year and the idea is the
same at the collegiate level," Crowder
said. "He's got a lot of hockey sense
and that's usually the case with the
Canadian boys that have played a lot of
hockey."
Pellerin was first contacted. by
UMaine when he was a junior at Notre
Dame, but his final decision to become
a Black Bear came after he watched his
future teim beat the University of
Lowell in overtime last season.
"I was recruited heavily by Wisconsin, North Dakota and several other
schools but I was really impressed by the

Come out of The closet
and write for The Daily
Maine Campus. Call
581-1269 now!

(continued from page 9)

players, coaches and fans at
l;Maine," Pellerin said.
Lincmate and captain Guy Perron
praised the play of the newest, most productive addition to the Black Bear team.
"He plays with a lot of confidence for
a freshman and Dave (Capuano) and I
try to correct his little mistakes and give
him pointers to keep him happy," Perron said. "He's a real tough kid who
likes to hit and when you finish checks,
things arc going to happen."
This weekend's series against the
Badgers and the University of North
Dakota holds a special interst for
Pellerin as he will face two teammates
from his Notre Dame team.
Wisconsin goalie Curtis Joseph and
North Dakota defensemen Jason Herter
were both rated as top WCHA players
this year and Pellerin said he is looking
forward to playing against them and seeing who has the bragging rights.

$401 million bid wins NBC
1992 Olympics coverage
NEW YORK (AP)•— NBC stunned
CBS with a record bid of $401 million
Thursday to win the U.S. television
rights to the 1992 Summer Olympic in
Barcelona, Spain.
NBC. which telelvised the Summer
Olympics in Seoul, had been considered
a longshot to get the Barcelona rights.
CBS was favored because it already has
the TV rights to the 1992 Winter Games
in Albertville, France.
The Barcelona fee topped the
previous Olympic record of $309 million
paid by ABC for the Winter Olympics
in Calgary. NBC paid $300 million for
the TV rights in Seoul.
"We didn't go into this to lose
money," NBC president Robert
Wright said at a news conference. "Our
plan was designed to minimize losses.
It's not designed to make a lot of
money."
Wright also said that as part of the
agreement, NBC agreed $IO million to
promote the city of Barcelona.
Michael Weisman, executive producer
of NBC Sports, said he was a "little bit
surprised" that the network got the
Barcelona rights.
"The first call I made after I found

out was to Terry Ewen, our coordinating producer," Weisman said. "I
told him 'I sure hope you saved all your
notes because I threw all mine out."
Bryant Gumbel, who anchored
NBC's prime-time telecasts in Seoul,
said: "I think it's terrific news, especially for the guys who worked in Seoul. I'm
a little surprised though. I naturally
thought that CBS had the inside
track."
Neal Pilson, president of CBS Spotrs,
said the record fee indicates that his netWork may have gotten a bargain when
it won the Albertville rights for $243
million.
"Certainly the magnitude of NBC's
bid for Barcelona reaffirms the
marketplace value of Albertville,77he
said.
ABC Sports president Dennis Swanson,"We are disappointed but we congratulate NBC on the acquisition."
It was not immediately known how
much CBS and' NBC bid, but a source
said NBC's offer was "substantially
higher." Olympic officials were seeking a minimum of $350 million.
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ROOMMATE

NEEDED
I

1st floor, 'spacious' apartment I
1$262.50 monthly - utilities included
5
Deposit and lease required.
Call 827-2823

Jg*

DoN't Be A Humbuq!

Stow youn fRiENOS you cane
win) a
CHRISrMAS PERSONAL

Youn special messaqc is oNly
. 9.50 PER liNe.'OK beabliNe
Is NOON Dec. 9. Please il.111N iN
all pensoNals to Me abventisiNg
DepantmeNt. Suite 7A Lont• Hall.
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*Bush

coatiaaed from page 11

Mitchell said he and Bush did not
discuss taxes or any budget-cutting
specifics, bdt he called the vice president
"keenly aware of the seriousness of the
(deficit) situation."
The senator called the discussion

"cordial and productive. ... Hc
understands that it is his responsibility
to proceed first and he will do so."
He said Bush deserves time to get his
economic team in place and settle upon
a deficit-reduction strategy.

t
aeRisi

The vice president had lunch with
President Reagan and joined him at a
meeting with Trade Representative
Clayton Yeutter to discuss next week's
General Agreement of Tariffs and Trade
talks in Montreal.
Bush and Reagan both spoke Thursday night at a testimonial dinner for
retiring Rep. Jack Kemp of New York.
one of the foes Bush vanquished for the
GOP nomination.
On Friday, Bush will lay out the

welcome mat at his home for
Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis,
the defeated Democratic presidential
nominee.
Bush brushed aside a question about
whether he would give Kemp the appointment he wants to the National
Economic Commission to fight any proposals to raise taxes. Kemp had said
before the election the panel's work
should be "routinely passed into the
dustbin of history."
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Dec. 31, 1988

Buy a Z-286-LP Winchester and receive a FREE Logitech Mouse
plus a savings of 650.00 to $100.00 on iiirrard disk systems.

Z-286-LP Model 20
with ZMM-149 monochrome monitor
with ZCM-1390 color monitor
with ZCM-1490 FTM monitor

Z-286-LP Model 40
with ZMM-149 monochrome monitor
with ZCM-1390 color monitor
with ZCM-1490 FTM monitor

$1,699.
$1,799.
$1,999.
$2,149.
$2,099.
$2,199.
$2,399.
$2,549.

To Order Call:
MicroComputer Resource Center, 11 Shibles Hall, 581-2510
gr.eiP
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